Wasteload Allocation Options (for external/watershed loading to lake)

1. Individual WLA for each MS4 (municipalities and road authorities)
2. Categorical (“lumped”) WLA for all MS4s
3. “Hybrid”—Categorical for municipalities and Individual for road authorities
WLA options—considerations

- Individual is the default option (if no consensus among cities for alternative)
- PCA and EPA will consider Categorical options provided that...
  - TMDL report justifies difficulty of dividing WLA into individual WLAs
  - WMO willing to guide / track
  - Cities willing to work together
  - We have assurance cities will work together and achieve WLA. How would we get that assurance?
Answer:

• That assurance can be consensus around an Implementation Plan that outlines how WLA will be achieved

• Cities’ SWPPPs will then be evaluated against the Implementation Plan